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"As mankind's capacity to maim and kill hasincreased, our desire to repair and heal hasalways
struggled hard to keep pace," saythose responsible for an exhibition surveyingwar and medicine
over the past 150 years.Jointly curated by the Wellcome Collection inLondon and the Deutsches
Hygiene-Museumin Dresden, it shows the pity of war for fightersand medical staff in conflicts
from the Crimeato present day Afghanistan and Iraq.
Killing and curing are ethically incompatiblebedfellows. The priority of militarydoctors and
nurses is to maintain the fightingcapabilities of the armed forces, savingthe lives of wounded
soldiers, sailors, andair crew so that they can fight another day.Military healthcare professionals
are seldomable to observe or participate in the long termphysical and mental rehabilitation of
theirpatients, as is usual in conventional civilianhealth care.
Ethics aside, the exhibition shows that warshave always provided an impetus for
rapiddevelopments inmedical scienceand practice. TheBritish trained NewZealand surgeonHarold
Gillies pioneeredplastic surgerywhen trenchwarfare in the first world war increased theincidence
of head and neck injuries. Warsrepresented in the exhibition are Vietnam(1959-75), the
Falklands (1982), Afghanistan(2001 to present) and Iraq (2003 to present).All have brought new
medical challenges.
The exhibition's three major themes oforganisation, body, and mind are reflectedin the German
architect Hans Dieter Schaal'slogical layout, bringing clarity to a potentiallychaotic subject. His
clean, almost asepticdesign contrasts with the filth and sepsisencountered in warfare.
"Organisation" considers the logistics ofproviding medical care on the battlefield,beginning with
the Crimean war. But twoinstallations by the artist David Cotterrell arebang up to date. In
November 2007 he spentfour weeks observing the work of militarymedical staff at Camp
Bastion, a tactical fieldhospital in Helmand Province, Afghanistan.Cotterrell's triple channel video
9-Linerpresents three aspects of the dramatic recovery of a wounded soldier from a
forwardoperating base. The three monitors evoke apainted triptych. Silently scrolling
codifiedtext fills the central one, tracking the operation'sprogress. The left monitor shows
the"watch keeper" at Camp Bastion, monitoringcomputer screens and answering telephones.The
right monitor shows the medical emergencyresponse team's journey in a Chinookhelicopter as
they bring in the casualty.
The night-time evacuation of a stabilisedpatient from Camp Bastion to Kandahar isrepresented
in Cotterrell's panoramic fivechannel, high definition video projection,Theatre. The hypnotic
drone of the Hercules'engines and calm efficiency of medical staffworking within its dimly lit
belly create amesmerising, digital tapestry. At Kandaharthe sedated patient is transferred to a
waitingC-17 airlifter and flown to Birmingham, forfurther treatment at Selly Oak Hospital.
"Body" presents artefacts, photographs, andfilm relating to wartime medical care and
thephysical rehabilitation of the injured. A longslab, inset with six glazed vitrines and fourvisual
display units, leads visitors towardsirregularly shaped white forms. Asymmetricallyarranged,
they resemble an opera setinspired by Caspar David Friedrich's paintingsof ice floes. Or the
arrangement couldbe seen as a sacrificial altar or memorial tothe slaughtered.
The London based artist Paddy Hartleyis inspired by historical rather than currentconflicts.
Spreckley documents reconstructivefacial surgery by Harold Gillies on a woundedsoldier, whose
jacket is inscribed and stitchedto record the sequence of operations carriedout. Unlike surgeons
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at the front line, Gilliesmanaged his patients for years. With inspiredempathy he found jobs as
cinema projectionistsfor some who remained shy of being seenin public.
The first world war resulted in more than80 000 British cases of "shell shock." "Mind"examines
how our understanding of theimportance of psychological support developedthroughout the
conflicts of the 20thcentury. A much higher number of civilianswere injured in the second world
war thanpreviously. At the end of the exhibition afive screen video wall shows extracts
fromfilms, including interviews with survivors ofthe Dresden fire bombings in February 1945and
the atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in August 1945-people who stillbear
psychological scars today.
Estimates of the number of Iraqi civiliandeaths are hotly debated in medical journals.A year
after returning from Afghanistan,Cotterrell remains angry that the news mediafocus on deaths,
obscuring the extent andhuman cost of casualties. "The incongruitybetween what I had seen and
what waspresented as the public face of conflictwas, and continues to be, profound
andirreconcilable."
War and Medicine offers much more thanthe expected historical overview, stronglyadvocating
peace in a world that continues tobe bereaved and burdened by war.
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